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How to Speak Children’s Language: 
Exploration in Pictorial and 
Imaginative Language
Rie Seo

When my former mentor, Lisa Miccio, visited me one day in our nursery, she encour-
aged me to use more imagination. While helping children to get dressed to go outside 
in winter, she suggested that I say a phrase like “a rabbit has to go down the tunnel and 
come out,” instead of “put your legs in the snow pants,” and it worked like magic. I was 
fascinated by its simplicity and capacity to invite children’s will without us commanding 
them to do so. 

At (first), I was trying to collect all the words and phrases that were useful to “com-
mand” children in our daily interaction with them. And I was overwhelmed. There are 
so many stories, songs, poems and verses to tackle... then it struck me that I was for-
getting where children, and we, came from. We all came from the spiritual world... to 
experience the earthly world. As Steiner and many others indicated, children are still 
deeply connected to the spiritual world. That is why adult language often fails to reach 
children...This realization of the fact that we adults and children speak quite a different 
language was the key to my first step to open the door. 

“Little Ones”
One Way to Encourage Self-Directed 
Doll Play in a Kindergarten Classroom
 Jeannette Nagel

It is a primordial need for the child to have a doll to love, care for, and carry around. 
With it, the child can not only carry out through imitation what he himself has experi-
enced from the parents, but he can also entrust it with all his joys and anxieties. 

With a doll’s help, the child can dream itself away from a hard reality, or get ready for a 
new baby brother or sister. It is like a piece of himself...Rudolf Steiner states that dolls 
for children need to be simple, because every toy has a formative influence on the child. 
This means that a child’s experience leaves an imprint on the child’s developing body 
and is the basis for the spirit-soul development of a human being.

Engaging in Social Justice: 
How Waldorf Schools Can Live Up 
To Their Diversity Missions
Rosa Rodriguez

We often speak of the imitative qualities of the young child and the importance of the 
teacher being the best role model worthy of imitation. The research shows that as 
teachers we inadvertently bring our biases and misunderstandings of culture into the 
classroom. How can we ensure that these biases are not the ones children are taking 
with them? The best way to do this is through re-education of teachers before they 
enter the classroom. It is not enough to assume that teachers will check their biases at 
the door or that they will see and acknowledge each child, it is a matter of re-educating 
them to understand and be aware of their bias, to ensure that they are not just toler-
ant, but appreciative of the multitude of races and ethnicities in this country.

Preparing teachers for social justice before they enter the classroom is the first step 
toward reaching democratic goals of inclusion. 

The Dynamic Life Sense
Joanna Dorman

A little one is gaining insight through her senses constantly, and the sensations she 
gathers go on to shape her sense of comfort and security in her body. This comfort and 
security that she experiences in her physical body will translate into a feeling of comfort 
and security in being a human being on the earth. Over time these senses will guide her 
to seek out what she needs to feel whole, well, and balanced. Eventually, if all goes well, 
the child, by the change of teeth, will have mastered these four senses enough to allow 
them the freedom to fully engage in the feeling world of the soul senses. 
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Each year, Sunbridge’s faculty, Board, and administrative staff carefully study the current landscape of Waldorf 
Education, noting prevailing issues and trends and strategizing how best to allocate our valuable resources in 
order to meet present and projected needs. In 2017, to help counteract the ongoing shortage of qualified Waldorf 
educators, while also understanding the importance of providing fledgling Waldorf teachers ample opportunities 
to hone their classroom skills, Sunbridge established The Norman Davidson Student Support Fund. This fund 
serves as a platform for funding student scholarships as well as for increasing the number of highly valuable 
mentor visits and apprenticeship opportunities available for developing teachers. Addressing the growing need 
for greater racial representation within our Waldorf classrooms and schools, the Institute also put into place plans 
for the summer 2018 launch of the Sunbridge Diversity Fund. The Diversity Fund will provide grants for teacher 
education students who are people of color, and finance projects and programs designed to promote awareness 
of racial differences and viewpoints within our teacher education classrooms, in the goal of ensuring more 
inclusive Waldorf communities in the future.

Of course, it is only through the generosity of its community that Sunbridge is able to fully fund these 
important projects and sustain its position as a leader and innovator in the Waldorf movement. 

We send our deepest thanks to every individual, organization, and business whose names appear on the donor 
listings on the following pages. By making a gift to Sunbridge, these supporters play a direct role in enabling us to 
continue to attract and educate teachers, leaders, and researchers who will serve in Waldorf classrooms, adminis-
trations, and communities nationally and globally. Such financial support allows us to expand our programming—
making Sunbridge relevant to new generations of students—and to defray our operating expenses, thus ensuring 
our future viability. 

We greatly appreciate each and every gift we receive.
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20% Increase in $250+ donations over the past four years
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